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Abstract: Charitable foundations are a critical part of public services. However, there is a large
gap between the locations and expenditures of charitable foundations and the real population
needs for most nations. Three types of Chinese local charity foundations, i.e., those for poverty,
education and medical assistance, are used as examples to explore the distinct gaps. The spatial
distributions of local charity foundations are characterized by spatial scan statistics and spatial
autocorrelation models. The local population needs of charitable assistance for poverty, education
and medical services are quantified with their respective weighted proxy indexes of the current
conditions. Thus, the nonlinear relationships between population needs and the expenditures of local
charitable foundations are described with generalized additive models. The results show that both the
participation rate and the charity expenditures of the foundations are highly clustered within a few
cities where the population needs are relatively small and are furthermore rare among the other cities.
The charity expenditures of local foundations are nonlinearly correlated with the current conditions of
socioeconomic development, education and medical levels due to the diverse development stages of
the cities. This study provides quantitative evidence for local authorities and charitable foundations
to make targeted and constructive decisions to gradually reduce the distinct gaps.

Keywords: social science; charitable foundations; NGOs; spatial analysis; spatial autocorrelation;
spatial scan statistics; generalized additive model

1. Introduction

Charitable foundations play a critical role in offering grants to charitable organizations for public
services [1–3]. Charitable organizations include nongovernment organizations (NGOs), nonprofit
organizations (NPOs), and charitable foundations, who undertake charitable activities and implement
their own charitable programs [4,5]. An accurate and clear understanding of the distributions of
charitable foundations and their expenditures lead to better decision making by governmental
authorities, policy makers, private donors, and charitable foundations themselves in targeting areas
where people need support the most. It is also essential to make the best use of limited resources and
to reduce duplicated and concentrated resource allocation [6].

The location of charitable foundations and programs has drawn the attention of more researchers
in recent years with the increased development of charitable organizations globally. The ideal location
of charitable foundations and programs is in the communities and areas where the need is relatively
large but support is limited. Thus, in previous studies, a series of quantitative analyses have been
performed to understand the spatial distributions and locations of charitable foundations and programs.
A primary finding is that the locations of charitable foundations are largely inconsistent with the
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distribution of need. For instance, NGOs have an extremely unbalanced distribution in the Andes
in South America, and few of them are located at the most impoverished areas [6]. Similar results
also appear in the studies of South Asia and Africa. A study of Bangladesh shows that there was
no direct association between the number of NGOs and the needs of the communities from 1995 to
2000 [7]. In South Africa, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) related NGOs are not located in the
areas where the HIV prevalence rate is the highest, such as Cape Town [8]. Furthermore, a few studies
also find that there is a large gap between charity expenditures and the real needs of communities,
in addition to the unbalanced locations. Spatial analysis of the Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) program in the Rustbelt states of the United States shows that the higher income
counties are more likely to receive benefits from human services expenditures than the lower income
counties [9]. A study across 44 countries in sub-Saharan Africa also indicates a large gap and mismatch
between the expenditures of conservation NGOs and community needs [10].

In addition, an increasing number of studies try to explain the root causes of the unbalanced
distribution of charitable foundations. The study of comparing NGO distributions among different
countries in Africa reveals that the NGOs are much more likely to be located in more democratic
countries, which means that the locations of charitable foundations are dependent not only on
the population needs but also on the political atmosphere [11]. A global comparison study of the
distributions of human rights transnational NGOs shows that the human rights organizations are
likely to exist in the countries with a larger population and more democracy [12]. The exploration of
NGO distributions in Bolivia using a geographical information system (GIS) method demonstrates
that the highly unbalanced distributions are not significantly correlated with population needs but
associated with population size, levels of urbanization, and conditions of the health care system [13].

Generally, even though previous studies have revealed the unbalanced distributions of charitable
foundations and population needs to a certain extent, the studies on the following three aspects are
very limited: First, a primary gap is that the quantitative analysis methods are relatively simple,
leading to a superficial understanding of the unbalanced distributions. Most of the quantitative
studies prefer methods such as descriptive analysis and statistical testing, but few of them utilize
spatial statistical methods to further understand the deep and sophisticated associations between the
unbalanced distributions and potential factors. Next, studies of the locations of charitable foundations
are primarily concerned with investigating the unbalanced distributions, but they lack the integration
of location and attribute information to fully visualize the spatial distribution of charitable foundations.
Charitable foundation expenditures on public services is a critical attribute of the contributions of the
foundations. Finally, Africa and South America are the primary study areas due to the relatively large
poor population and undeveloped areas, while studies are limited in the developing nations with a
relatively large gap between rich and poor and in nations with uneven development across different
regions, such as China. These nations should be a focus, since it is more likely that the charitable
foundations are unevenly distributed and that charitable spending and resources are clustered within
developed regions where the population needs are relatively small.

This study aims to understand the current gaps between the expenditure distributions of local
charitable foundations and the population needs in China. This study is the first geospatial analysis
of charitable foundations and their expenditures in China. To capture the spatial distributions and
characteristics of the local charitable foundations, the charity type, participation rate, income and
expenditures of 361 local charitable foundations for poverty, education and medical assistance were
collected from 289 administrative cities in China. Correspondingly, the local population needs for
assistance with poverty, education and medical services are characterized from the perspective of
socioeconomic development, education and medical levels, respectively. In addition to the locations
of charitable foundations, the distribution of their expenditures is targeted and analyzed because
the expenditures can more accurately explain the gaps between charitable foundations and local
population needs. Thus, in this study, spatial clustering analysis is performed to explore the spatial
clusters and gaps between the distribution of local charitable foundations and population needs.
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Then, nonlinear relationships among three types of local charitable foundations and population
needs are investigated using location-calibrated generalized additive models (GAMs), which describe
the nonlinear relationship between variables and responses through nonparametric smoothing
functions [14].

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Charitable Foundation Data

In this paper, the data of 361 local charitable foundations for poverty, education and medical
assistance distributed among 289 administrative cities in China were collected from the Research
Infrastructure of Chinese Foundation [15,16] (Figure 1). Since the data of local charitable foundations
and the corresponding local population needs data are not available in other areas, the study area in
this study is the 289 administrative cities in China. The administrative cities include most of the eastern
regions and all provincial capital cities, where 92.82% of the population live even though it covers
only 49.90% of the area in China. Thus, the study area and data are reasonable and representative
to be used to assess the gaps between charitable foundations and the local population needs. Local
charitable foundations are utilized for spatial statistical analysis since almost all of the expenditures are
for public services in local regions instead of other regions; thus, the spatial analysis reasonably reflects
the associations between local expenditures and local population needs. In this paper, the primary
attributes of local foundations (LFs) consist of four aspects. First, according to the sources of donations,
the LFs are generally classified as nonprofit and public offering foundations to differentiate the
nature (NTR) of the foundation. Public offering foundations can directly fund-raise from the public,
but nonprofit foundations cannot. Next, a staff number is used to reflect the scale of participants,
including the number of full-time employees (NFE) and the number of volunteers (NV). Third, the size
of funds is described by the annual donation income (ADI), total annual expenses (TAE), expenditure
for charitable purpose (ECP) and expenditure for other purposes (EOP). EOP might be expenses for
benefits and salaries of full-time staff and administrative costs.

2.2. Local Population Need Data

Local population needs for assistance with poverty, education and medical services are
characterized from the perspective of socioeconomic development, education and medical levels,
respectively, which means that a higher population need index indicates a lower current condition,
and vice versa. Table 1 lists the proxy variables that are used to describe the local population needs
or current conditions. Figure 1 also shows the basic socioeconomic information of population and
per capita gross regional product (PCGRP) in the study area and the ECP of LFs. The three clustering
regions of the LFs are I. Beijing, II. Jiangsu, Shanghai and Zhejiang, and III. Fujian and Guangdong.

2.3. Spatial Analysis Methods

Both statistical and spatial statistical methods are utilized to characterize the distinct gaps between
the distributions of three kinds of local charity foundations, namely, poverty, education and medical
assistance, and city-level local population needs in China. Figure 2 shows the steps for data processing,
including exploring local charities, detecting local population needs and characterizing the differences
in the spatial distribution patterns. The methods used in these steps are introduced below.

The first step is a statistical summary and pre-processing of the local charitable foundations data.
The attributes of three types of local charity foundations, i.e., those for poverty, education and medical
assistance, are studied in this paper. The two main attributes are charity participation rate, derived from
NFE and NV, and charity incomes (ADI) and expenditures (ECP and EOP). Both participation rate and
charity incomes and expenditures are statistically summarized for nonprofit and public offering LFs,
respectively. For a better understanding of the spatial patterns of local charities, all attributes are
summarized to the spatial unit of an administrative city in China.
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Table 1. Variables and indexes for describing local population needs.

Index Sub-Index Variable Min. Mean (sd.) Max.

Poverty index high→ low
Socioeconomic development level low→ high

Population P1: Population density (million persons/km2) 6.10 428.98 (333.36) 2607.08
P2: Population growth rate (%) −7.00 7.22 (8.26) 113.00

Economy P3: Per capita GRP (yuan/person) 8407 51,216 (48,214) 467,749
P4: GRP growth rate (%) −19.38 9.75 (4.89) 23.96

Infrastructure P5: Major road density (km/km2) 130.60 1704.31 (1098.36) 10,794.25

Education needs high→ low
Education level low→ high

Education scale E1: Number of colleges 0.00 8.42 (14.75) 89.00
E2: Number of primary and secondary schools 32.00 930.58 (733.64) 6149.00
E3: Number of full-time teachers in colleges 0.00 5134 (10179) 66,026
E4: Number of full-time teachers in primary and secondary schools 2087 36,525 (24,802) 248,724
E5: Number of students in colleges 0.00 88,990 (161,470) 983,051
E6: Number of students in primary and secondary schools 42,996 691,733 (515,530) 5,355,402

Education quality E7: Students enrollment in colleges per 10,000 persons 0.00 275.36 (167.67) 1210.00
E8: Teacher-student ratio (%) 3.75 5.58 (0.97) 10.27

Medical needs high→ low
Medical level low→ high

Medical condition M1: Number of hospitals and health centers 0.00 245.16 (294.55) 3052.00
M2: Number of beds in hospitals and health centers 0.00 18,964 (16,522) 136,700
M3: Number of doctors 828 9290 (8866) 85,819

Medical occupation M4: Hospitals and health centers per 1,000,000 persons 0.00 69.32 (110.23) 1090.00
M5: Beds in hospitals and health centers per 1000 persons 0.00 4.38 (1.56) 13.31
M6: Doctors per 1000 persons 0.71 2.15 (1.03) 8.48
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Then, local population needs are described by the entropy weighted indexes of current local
population conditions. Corresponding to the LFs for poverty, education and medical assistance,
three types of indexes of the current local population conditions are proposed: the socioeconomic
development, education level and medical level indexes. A lower index of current local population
conditions means a higher local population need. All three indexes are computed by the combination
of their entropy weighted proxy variables. Before the weight determination, all variables should be
standardized to compare the assessment variables as dimensionless. The variables that positively
correlate with the index are standardized by Equation (1), and variables that negatively correlate with
the index are standardized according to Equation (2).

yij =
xi − xi,min

xi,max − xi,min
(1)

yij =
xi,max − xi

xi,max − xi,min
(2)

where xi (i = 1, . . . , m) is the original value, yij is the standardized result of the jth (j = 1, . . . , n) proxy
variable, and xi,max and xi,min are the maximum and minimum of xi, respectively. According to the
definition of entropy, the entropy of the jth proxy variable is computed by:

Hj = −
∑m

i=1 fij ln fij

ln m
(3)

where
fij =

yij

∑m
i=1 yij

(4)

The entropy weight of the jth proxy variable is calculated by: Wj =
1−Hj

n−∑n
j=1 Hj

∑n
j=1 Wj = 1

(5)

The entropy weight represents the useful information of the variable, so the larger the entropy
weight of the proxy variable is, the more useful the information of the variable.

Third, the spatial clusters are analyzed for charity participation rate and the charity expenditures
of local foundations. Spatial scan statistics are used to identify and quantify the cluster regions of
high charity participation rate given the number of participants including full-time employees and
volunteers in each city [17]. Briefly, a moving scan window in the study area is built as increasing
concentric circles around the centroid of each city, and the window size is the ratio of the population in
the window to the total population. Additionally, the total number of actual cases A and the number
of expected cases E both in and out of the window are calculated. Then, the difference between the
rate of the event in and out of the window is estimated using a log likelihood ratio (LLR), which is
computed by:

LLR =

(
a

E(a)

)a( A− a
A− E(a)

)A−a
g() (6)

where a is the number of actual cases in the moving window and g() is an indicator function
determined by:

g =

{
1
0

c > E(c)
c ≤ E(c)

(7)

The size and location of the window are dynamically changed, and the LLR is recalculated until a
maximum LLR is selected; then, the window becomes the cluster window of high participation rate.
The result of the spatial scan statistical analysis is the accurate areas of high participation rate.
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This analysis is performed using SaTScan 9.4.4 with the settings of a discrete Poisson model and
a circular moving window with a maximum window size of 50% of the total population.

The clusters of charity expenditures are explored using the local spatial autocorrelation method
of the local indicator of spatial association (LISA) [18]. The spatial cluster areas are identified by local
index values and classified as a cluster of high values (H-H), a cluster of low values (L-L), a high-value
outlier surrounded by low values (H-L) and a low-value outlier surrounded by high values (L-H),
together with the statistically significant levels measured by p-values. Thus, a city in the H-H cluster
region is one that has an elevated charity expenditure, and the neighboring cities primarily have
elevated charity expenditure. Hotspot regions include high-high (H-H) and high-low (H-L) regions
where a certain spatial unit with a high value is surrounded by high-value units or low-value units,
and cold-spot regions include low-low (L-L) and low-high (L-H) regions where a certain spatial unit
with a low value is surrounded by low-value units or high-value units, respectively. This process is
performed using GeoDa 1.8.16 [19].

Finally, the relationships between charity expenditures of local foundations and local population
conditions are investigated. The relationship between charity expenditure of LFs for poverty, education
or medical assistance and the corresponding local population condition is constructed by a generalized
additive model (GAM), which describes the nonlinear relationship between variables and responses
through nonparametric smoothing functions [14]. To improve the model performance, the sub-indexes
and geographical locations of cities are added in the model. GAM is constructed as:

Yk = β0,k + ∑
s=1

fs,k(Xs,k) + gk(lok, lak) + εk (8)

where Yk is the charity expenditure of LF; k represents the type of LF, such as LF for poverty,
education and medical assistance; Xs,k is a continuous nonlinear variable; lok and lak are variables
for the longitude and latitude of a city, respectively; β0,k is an unknown coefficient; fs,k and gk are
nonparametric smoothing functions between Yk and nonlinear variables; and εk is the normally
distributed random error term. GAM is also a flexible and reliable spatial estimation model [20], so a
tensor product of longitude and latitude is constructed to depict the spatial distributions of charity
expenditures. GAM is performed using the R mgcv package. The parameters of the smoothing functions
are computed automatically by the generalized cross-validation (GCV) criterion, since the calculation
efficiency is improved and a better GCV score is derived through the integrative process [21].

3. Results

The distinct gaps between distributions of the three kinds of local charitable foundations, namely,
poverty, education and medical assistance, and the respective population needs are explored by
both statistical and spatial statistical methods. For the consistency of the spatial unit, the attributes
of LFs are summarized at the city level. The results are presented based on five aspects in this
section. In Section 3.1, the attributes of charitable foundations are summarized with statistical methods
to describe the basic information and differences among various categories of local foundations.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present the spatial distributions of charity expenditures and the spatial clusters
of participants and charity expenditures, respectively. In Section 3.4, the local population needs are
characterized based on three aspects: socioeconomic conditions, education level and medical level.
Finally, Section 3.5 assesses the relationships between charity expenditures and local population needs.

3.1. Statistical Summary of the Attributes of Charitable Foundations

Figure 3 shows the statistical summary of the numbers of participants, including employees
and volunteers, and annual incomes and expenditures for both nonprofit and public offering LFs.
In general, 118 LFs for poverty assistance, with 79 nonprofit and 39 public offering LFs, are distributed
among 53 cities; 221 LFs for education assistance, with 139 nonprofit and 82 public offering LFs,
are among 67 cities; and 361 LFs for medical assistance, with 236 nonprofit and 125 public offering LFs,
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are among 87 cities in China. This means that the number of nonprofit LFs is two times larger than
that of public offering LFs and that the LFs are merely distributed among less than 30% of the cities
in China. Figure 3A shows that the total participant number of LFs for medical assistance is much
larger than that for poverty and education. Additionally, the total participant numbers of nonprofit
LFs for poverty, education and medical assistance are 4.92, 5.44 and 3.68 times larger than those of
public offering LFs, respectively, and the numbers of volunteers are 6.43, 6.55 and 13.34 times larger
than those of full-time employees for the three kinds of LFs, respectively. Figure 3B demonstrates that
charity expenditure is higher than donation income for poverty assistance, but it is lower for education
and medical assistance.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 19 
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3.2. Spatial Distribution of Charity Expenditures

Figure 4 shows the geospatial distribution of the provincial total charity expenditures and their
percentages of LFs in China. As the capital city of China, Beijing is the city with the highest number of
LFs (NLF) and the highest total ECP and TAE among all cities. NLFs for poverty, education and medical
assistance in Beijing account for 11.01%, 11.31% and 14.40% of all charitable foundations, respectively,
but their ECPs reach 62.74%, 57.26% and 47.21%. ECPs in Beijing account for approximately 96%
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for all three kinds of LF, and other expenditures such as benefits and salaries for employees and
administrative costs account for 4%. In addition, the expenditures in eastern and southern coastal
areas and provincial capital cities are much higher than those in other cities. Cities with a total ECP for
poverty assistance larger than 20 million yuan, for education assistance larger than 30 million yuan
and for medical assistance larger than 50 million yuan are labeled on the maps. They are all coastal or
provincial capital cities.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 19 
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3.3. Spatial Clusters of Participants and Expenditures of Charitable Foundations

To fully understand the spatial clustering phenomenon of the distributions of charitable
foundations, the spatial clusters of participation rates, including both full-time staff and volunteers,
are explored by spatial scan statistics [17,22,23], and the spatial clustering patterns of charity
expenditures are detected using LISA [18]. Both the hotspot regions (high-high H-H and H-L) and
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cold-spot regions (L-L and L-H) can be statistically explored by LISA [24]. Figure 5 show the results of
both kinds of spatial clusters for LFs for poverty, education and medical assistance. Correspondingly,
Tables 2 and 3 show the statistical summaries of charity participation rate and charity expenditures in
the spatial clustering regions, respectively. The results show that high charity participation rates are
primarily clustered in the provinces of Jiangsu, Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong, among
which Jiangsu, Shanghai and Zhejiang are of the first hierarchy of clustering. The total number of
participants in the first hierarchy of the cluster regions accounts for 59.72%, 45.45% and 37.18% among
all participants nationally for LFs for poverty, education and medical assistance, respectively, and the
participation rates are 3.79, 4.76 and 3.52 times higher than the respective national rates.
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Table 2. Statistical summary of the charity participation rate in spatial cluster areas.

Foundation Type Cluster Hierarchy Radius (km) Number of Cities Total Number of
Participants

Ratio of Regional
to National

Participants (%)

Participation Rate
(/100,000 Persons)

Regional Participation
Rate Divided by

National Rate

LF for poverty 1st 408.29 37 1776 59.72% 0.891 3.791
2nd 408.22 25 519 17.45% 0.504 2.147

LF for education
1st 120.16 20 2245 45.45% 1.858 4.761
2nd 116.12 25 823 16.66% 0.800 2.050

LF for medical
1st 473.90 29 5626 37.18% 4.209 3.520
2nd 113.77 5 558 3.69% 2.295 1.920

Table 3. Statistical summary of charity expenditures in local cluster regions.

Foundation Type Cluster Type Number of Cities Total ECP * Ratio of Regional to
National Total ECP (%) Mean ECP (sd. **) Regional Mean ECP Divided

by National Mean ECP

LF for poverty

H-H 5 100.51 9.85% 20.10 (14.89) 5.692
H-L 3 645.45 63.24% 224.81 (297.50) 63.661
L-H 14 4.11 0.40% 0.29 (0.67) 0.082
L-L 0 0 0.00% / /

LF for education

H-H 3 72.43 4.69% 24.14 (5.80) 4.522
H-L 2 28.98 1.88% 14.49 (7.03) 2.714
L-H 10 3.16 0.20% 0.32 (0.95) 0.060
L-L 19 4.78 0.31% 0.25 (0.55) 0.047

LF for medical

H-H 3 113.45 4.50% 37.82 (9.50) 4.339
H-L 1 13.4 0.53% 13.40 (0.00) 1.537
L-H 14 8.22 0.33% 0.59 (1.19) 0.068
L-L 22 5.55 0.22% 0.25 (0.62) 0.029

* Unit of expenditure for charitable purpose (ECP) is million yuan; ** sd. is short for standard deviation.
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The distributions of charity expenditures of LFs are also significantly unbalanced. In the LISA
maps of ECP, spatial clustering regions are distinguished by clusters of H-H, L-L, H-L and L-H with
a statistical significance level of 0.05. The results show that only a few cities are in hotspot regions,
whereas many cities are in cold-spot regions. The ECPs in the H-H cluster regions account for 9.85%,
4.69% and 1.50% of the national total ECPs of LFs for poverty, education and medical assistance,
respectively, and their regional mean values are 5.69, 4.52 and 4.34 times higher than the respective
national mean ECPs. However, in the cold-spot regions, the ratios of regional to national total ECPs
are all lower than 0.40%, and the mean ECPs are less than one-tenth of the national mean values.

3.4. Characterizing Local Population Needs

Further, the distributions of local charitable foundations seem to be much more unbalanced with
the consideration of local population needs. In this paper, the population needs of charity assistance for
poverty, education and medical services are characterized using the entropy weighted indexes of local
population conditions including socioeconomic development, education and medical levels with their
respective proxy statistical variables. Table 4 shows the weights of sub-indexes and the corresponding
variables for the computation of the three indexes. For the index of socioeconomic development
level, population, economy and infrastructure are approximately equally weighted, and PCGRP is
the variable with the highest weight of 0.384. The education scale has a weight of 0.901, where the
scale of college education weighs much higher than education quality for assessing education level.
The assessment of the medical level depends on both medical condition (weight is 0.621) and occupation
(weight is 0.379). Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution maps of the socioeconomic index, education
index and medical index, together with the distributions of their respective sub-indexes. The gradual
changes from low values (blue) to high values (red) present the conditions of indexes or sub-indexes
get better. These distributions demonstrate that the socioeconomic development level is higher in
eastern China than in western and northwestern China and that the education and medical levels are
much higher in provincial capital cities than in other cities.

Table 4. The weights of indexes for local socioeconomic development, education and medical levels.

Index Sub-Index Weight for Sub-Index Variable Weight for Variable

Socioeconomic
development level

Population 0.284 P1 0.203
P2 0.081

Economy 0.399 P3 0.384
P4 0.015

Infrastructure 0.317 P5 0.317

Education level
Education scale

0.901 E1 0.217
E2 0.071
E3 0.256
E4 0.056
E5 0.234
E6 0.066

Education quality 0.099 E7 0.054
E8 0.045

Medical level

Medical condition
0.621 M1 0.233

M2 0.162
M3 0.225

Medical occupation
0.379 M4 0.246

M5 0.029
M6 0.105

3.5. Relationships between Charity Expenditures and Local Population Needs

Figure 7 shows the relationships between the charity expenditures of foundations and local
population conditions. Since not all cities have LFs in China, where the LFs for poverty assistance
are distributed in 18.34% of the cities, the LFs for education assistance are in 23.18% of the cities,
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and the LFs for medical assistance are in 30.10% of the cities, the relationships are considered from
two aspects: the cities have LFs, and all cities. First, the cities have LFs are extracted for the analysis
that the cities without LFs are removed. In this analysis, the general associations between charity
expenditures and local population conditions can be investigated. A general trend is that more LFs
and LFs with more charity expenditures are located in cities with better local population conditions.
In addition, the conditions in all cities are also explored, where a great amount of zero values of charity
expenditures are involved. Linear models are failed to investigate data in this condition, since the
relationships between the expenditures of local foundations and the local population conditions are
nonlinear. In the GAMs, the nonparametric function for variable pair of location information is used
to calibrate the models and improve model performance. As a result, 16.0%, 18.6% and 8.3% of the
deviances explained by the variables are improved by the calibration of location information for the
models of socio-economic, education and medical indexes, respectively. In detail, when the indexes
of local population conditions are relative low, the charity expenditures tend to be constant with
increasing indexes. When the indexes continuously increase, however, the charity expenditures are
significantly increased, but for LFs for poverty assistance, the impact of the socioeconomic index on
charity expenditure decreases when the index increases to a certain extent.
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Figure 8 shows the summaries of local charitable foundation attributes, including NLF, NFE,
NV, ADI, TAE, ECP and EOP, within the six quantiles of indexes of local population conditions,
namely, socioeconomic development, education and medical level indexes. It is apparent that most of
the local charity resources from human resources to donation incomes and charity expenditures are
concentrated in the top two of the six quantiles.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 19 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

Community needs should always be the priority for the spending allocation of charitable
foundations, but in reality, this is often not the case. It is surprising to see from the results that
there is such a distinct gap and misalignment between the distributions of spending of charitable
foundations and population needs, which are explored by spatial statistical models. The expenditures
of charitable foundations are concentrated in economically developed areas such as Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangdong, and their nearby areas in China. However, the allocation of expenditures in the western
and central areas of China is very limited and is only concentrated in capital cities. People from a more
economically developed area are more likely to receive benefits from a charitable foundation compared
with people from a less economically developed area. The current conditions are inconsistent with the
mission of charitable foundations, which is to deliver resources to the people in need.

Therefore, when charitable foundations are making decisions on where their expenditures should
be distributed, it is critical for the local authorities and organizations to adjust the strategies of charitable
resource allocation based on quantitative analysis of population needs to narrow the current gaps and
misalignments. This research provides implications for future research to examine additional possible
factors that affect the current gap and misalignment and to understand why charitable foundations
have not been spending money in the right areas. According to this research, the charity expenditures
of local foundations are nonlinearly correlated with current conditions of socioeconomic development,
education and medical levels due to the diverse development stages of the cities. The spatial analysis
results are helpful to ensure a more reasonable allocation of charity expenditures in the future and
to encourage new charity foundations to obtain stakeholders from multiple backgrounds, such as
government, charitable foundations, NGOs, and representatives from the communities.

Based on this study, future research about the spatial analysis of charitable foundations is
recommended. First, narrowing the gaps between charity expenditures and local population needs is
also a complicated process because donors are considering not only population needs but also other
factors. In addition to the level of the cities’ economic development, there are other possible factors
that could affect the gap, such as local government policy, local infrastructure to undertake charitable
activities, and the capacities of local NGOs, as well as local cultural attitudes to charitable activities.
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Due to the lack of explanatory variables data in the regions outside of the administrative cities, only the
data in the administrative cities are analyzed. Even though the data used in this study is representative,
a nationwide database of both charitable foundations and the potential factors need to be built for more
comprehensive studies. This research is a start to understand the current problem and to encourage
more research to examine influential factors and to propose more effective solutions. Second, from the
decision-making perspective, data driven and quantitative evaluation systems on the effectiveness of
charitable foundations should be built or improved, especially in identifying target population needs.
Finally, the communications among stakeholders should also be enhanced. More community-based
surveys and research should be performed by charitable foundations to understand the timely and
real population needs and to better identify the target population in need.
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